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WELCOME!
I’m so glad you’re here. Because you’re here, you probably know it’s time to redefine what
healthy truly means for you.
“Healthy” can be downright confusing. How many times a day do you see photos of people
with “healthy” bodies eating their “healthy” meals and taking their “healthy” supplements?
And how many times have you felt super guilty/FOMO for not doing the latest health trick?
I feel you, friend. But I have a question (and you probably have asked it too). Are those things
really the definition of being healthy? Says who?
All this confusion can make health feel like something we resent, not something we love.
In this free checkup, you’ll be able to answer this question for yourself by learning:
• Where you’re shining in your health and lifestyle based on YOUR perception of “good
health” (Woohoo! Give yourself a pat on the back!)
• What places are great opportunities to improve, based on YOUR definition of “needs
improvement”…so you can have direction and inspiration on the best ways to help yourself
• Where do you need to spend your energy in health and wellness…based on YOUR
definition of how much time and energy you actually have to spend on it?

Why I’m here:
I’m a healthy mindset coach focused on helping women
and teens to discover that health goes much deeper
than one more scheduled appointment or prescription.
You won't find it in a series of complex nutrition,
supplements and/or radical, out-of-the-box lifestyle
changes either. No, health begins with the state of mind
we hold. I've spent 10 years teaching on the national and
international level and building my own unique PT and
women's health & life coaching practice. And, within that
time frame, I've also been living my own health journey
discovering freedom from the grips of cancer. I know
personally that it's the control and fear we must release
to discover our infinite self-compassion and love for a
more sustaining healthy and heart-centric life.
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Start Here
If you’re reading this with other people in your household, I would recommend that every
member of your family work through this guide, even if they feel GREAT. Why? Because
studies show that family members, especially kids and teens, take on the health behaviors of
other family members. And guess what? This goes for spouses and roommates too!
Before we dive in, let’s pause and get very clear on why having a healthier mindset & lifestyle
is important to you. Don’t skip this step! This will keep you more motivated to accomplish the
actions in this check-up.
Print out this page, write in your answers, and post it somewhere that you will see it in case
you need a reminder of why you’re taking this awesome step to make yourself feel GREAT!
Fill in the blanks:
The top 2 places/activities in my life where I’d like a healthier mindset and lifestyle are:
__________________________________________

__________________________________________

The top 2 things getting in the way of me having a healthier mindset and lifestyle are:
__________________________________________

__________________________________________

If I had all the time/money in the world and had no rules or obligations in my life, I would:
__________________________________________

__________________________________________

What it will cost me if I don’t take steps to get a healthier mindset and lifestyle:
__________________________________________
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Checkup Instructions
To define “healthy” mindset and lifestyle on your terms, you get to decide what healthy
(“full”) and unhealthy (“empty”) mean to you. Nobody knows you better than you! But
here is a little guidance to give you some framework in case you need it:
1.

Be creative! Color in the stars in any way you’d like. Parents: please allow children and
teens to fill this out on their own with as little help as possible (other than clarification).

2.

Rate yourself from 0-10 (EMPTY-FULL) on each category. Consider “empty” to be ideas
like depleted, overly stressful, out of control, nonexistent. Consier “full” to be ideas like
superhero, your ideal version of yourself, “couldn’t get any better”, etc.

3.

Be as loving and honest with yourself as possible. There is no “perfect” or “right"
answer. Empty spots are opportunities to improve!

4.

Go with your first instinct: don’t overthink your answer!

5.

Answer on each domain as follows:

Moods: on an average day, how do you feel overall? Do you tend to feel more positive most
of the time, or more negative? Positive emotions and moods may include joy, acceptance,
lovingness, happiness, worthiness, willingness, and accomplishment. Negative emotions and
moods may include feeling like your hard work is never appreciated, anger, stress, fear,
sadness, shame, resentment, obligation, needing to make others happy all the time at the
expense of your own happiness.
Energy: We all have normal ups and downs in our energy. Do you have LOTS of energy for all
the things you need to do, or do you feel like you face a lot of pockets of tiredness,
sluggishness? Do you feel like at night it’s hard to calm down, like you’re wide awake or have
trouble falling asleep or staying asleep? Do you wake up feeling refreshed or like you didn’t
get enough sleep?
School/Work: How do you feel about your role as a student or as an employee of a job? Do
you feel like you completely understand all that is expected of you? How successful and
accomplished do you feel with the work that you put in? How are you doing at growing and
learning every day? How well does your school or your job challenge you to become a better
person?
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Checkup Instructions
Sports/Exercise: What does your movement and exercise routine look like? How do you feel
about it? Is it leaving you feeling accomplished, full, and successful? Is it draining you
completely? Is it fun? How often are you exercising or moving every week?
Interactions/Relationships: How do you feel about your relationships with others: family,
friends, loved ones, boyfriend/girlfriends (if applicable)? Do you feel like the group of people
who are closest to you are supportive, or do feel like you let them down or they let you down?
How does it feel to interact with people in general?
Eating Habits: How do you feel about the meals you’re eating? Do you like them? Are you
tired of what you eat? How nourishing and healthy is it, in your opinion? How often are you
sitting down to eat meals quietly or while conversing with others? How often are you eating
meals without distractions like a computer or a screen?
Stress free living: Do you tend to be fairly stress free, light, and feel like life is easy (FULL)?
Do you tend to be constantly on the go, constantly doing projects and worried about how
they will turn out, what grade you will get or if others will like your work? How full is your todo list? How busy is your day? How hard is it to say no to the things you really want to say no
to? How much time do you have just to chill and relax without thinking of what it is you have
to do next? What does your time off/vacation look like—completely detached from the outside
world or constantly connected?
Thrill/Fun/Joy: How often are you engaging activities that are playful, bring you fun, bring
you joy? How often are you doing things you LOVE and that are silly or playful simply for the
purpose of doing them? What do your hobbies look like? How much free play are you doing
with no rules, no time limits—where nobody is supervising you, where you’re being creative,
where you’re on an adventure, exploring the world? When’s the last time you used your
imagination?

Menstrual Cycle Tracker
Need a little more help defining healthy for yourself? Your menstrual cycle is the #1 sign of
your overall health and helps us understand how everything else in your body is doing.
And taking inventory of your cycle isn’t too hard! It’s important to track not just period
symptoms, but other things you feel and experience throughout your cycle—because your
cycle is MORE than your period. Write down your overall energy (rate 0-10: 10 being the
most). Also write down any symptoms such as pain, cramping, changes in discharge,
spotting, increased or decreased hunger or thirst, cravings, mood changes, and difficulties
with sleep. Be sure to note which days you are on your period and how long it lasts.
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Dr. Julie’s Menstrual Cycle Tracker
Cycle Day
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Put it all together
1. What are the top 2 places where I perceive I shine the brightest?
__________________________________________

__________________________________________

2. What are the top 2 areas where I believe I am most challenged?
__________________________________________

__________________________________________

3. Which areas merit change and improvement in my opinion?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Pro tip: We are only as strong as our lowest scoring areas. Most people focus on putting all of their
energy into the “easy” things (usually the places they’re doing well). Going after the lowest scoring area
will give you the most “bang for your buck” but it may also feel the most challenging to start there. We
recommend you choose one (yes, only one!) of the lower areas to start with and take baby steps to
improve it. Choose the one that feels like an appropriate challenge, but also doable. You can always
focus on the lowest scoring area after you get some success under your belt.

4. What could my life look like if I could make those changes?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Based on all of these answers and what I truly value (the “start here”
exercise), what truly defines “healthy,” to me, and how will I know when I
get there?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Congratulations! I’m celebrating you!
Now that you have a better idea of what healthy means to you, I’d like to hear from you! I’m
really curious how you’re feeling about all of this.
•

What insights have you had?

•

What feels easy to define? What feels
challenging?

•

What more would you like to learn?

•

How do you feel about being able to make any
changes you identified?

•

How will you hold yourself accountable to make
those changes?

•

What are you excited about?

Ready to take the next step and learn
more about how to get the healthy life
and mindset that YOU want? Let’s chat.
And as another free gift to celebrate your willingness to learn more about how to discover the
best mindset and health, I’m thrilled to offer a free strategy call to you. We’ll identify the
places you’re doing well, the places you’re feeling stuck, and then work together to discover
a clear strategy for how to get you to where you want to go.
Because I book out several weeks in advance, I’m making it easy on you to talk to me soon.
Click here to learn more about scheduling a free conversation now. When you schedule,
you’ll fill out a survey to let me know a little bit about yourself, and also (most importantly) tell
me all about the ways you shine!
And pro tip: you can use your answers on this checkup to help you answer the questions on
the survey! That will help us dive right in and get started when we chat. I can’t wait to hear
from you!
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